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Тест на фразовый глагол Go
Напишите глагол Go с одним из предлогов: about, across, after, along with, away, 
back, back on, down, for, in for, off, on, out, over, round, through, under, up, without

1. There might even be the occasional temptation to avoid difficult decisions and ____ 
easier, less painful options.

2. Promise me you won't ____ these guys alone.

3. Let's just thank him for the gift, and then ____ home.

4. Would you rather I ____ Vicodin?

5. I also think this has to be stopped before we all ____.

6. ____ your business, citizens.

7. Based on those discussions, the European Union would be happy to ____ the 
Chairman's revised proposal.

8. Now ____ or I'll call the police.

9. The willow tree must not have thought it would ____ the ocean.

10. We must ____ while we still can.

11. I might as well ____ to anyone in the street and start having a chat.

12. At any rate, I can ____ when it stops raining.

13. I never ____ into the basement.

14. At the age of 6, he started to ____ boxing and then became a junior champion of 
Ukraine twice (1984, 1985).

15. That bomb was never intended to ____.

16. He is able to ____ food for long periods by directly absorbing energy, and can 
generate protective force fields for interstellar travel.

17. I said we'd meet them there and ____ our plan.

18. Tell her to ____ the front.

19. It wouldn't ____ the window.
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Ответы на тест на фразовый глагол go

1. go for

2. go after

3. go back

4. go back on

5. go under

6. go about

7. go along with

8. go away

9. go across

10. go on

11. go up

12. go out

13. go down

14. go in for

15. go off

16. go without

17. go over

18. go round

19. go through
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